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Preface

Othmar Ammann (1879-1965) is rightfully viewed as one of the great bridge-builders of
the twentieth century whose five bridges of metropolitan New York, above all the George
Washington Bridge, are lasting monuments to his engineering genius. It is a privilege to offer
to the readers of the SAHS Review the correspondence between him, his family, and his spouse,

Lilly Selma Ammann, born Wehrli, for the war years 1914 to 1918. The letters, selected and
translated by their daughter, Dr. med. Margot Ammann Durrer of New York City, reveal the
experiential dimension of those years when Switzerland was spared the horrors of war and the
United States entered the struggle only towards its end.
The documents intimate the humanity of Lilly and Othmar Ammann, their mutual
dedication, their view of the events of those difficult years, and their outlook on life's
challenges, trials, and joys. Some letters offer a glimpse also into Othmar Ammann's innerdirected personality which drew strength and equanimity from the grandeur of nature, be it the
quiet sea, a field in full blossom, or the majesty of the Swiss mountains.
The editor is indebted not only to Dr. Ammann Durrer for kindly providing these
documents, but also to Natalie Hector, whose editorial expertise proved, as always, invaluable.

Leo Schelben
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Othmar Hermann Ammann

Lilly Selma Wehrli

ca. 1902
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I. Othmar H. Ammann's Return to Switzerland
(August 6 - August 17, 1914)
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1914

[l]

La Lorraine, August 6: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

[2]

La Lorraine, August 8: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

[3]

New Brighton, August 8: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann's parents

[4]

New Brighton, August 9: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

[5]

La Lorraine, August 11: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

[6]

New Brighton, August 13: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

[7]

Rouen-Paris, August 13: Othmar Ammann to His Parents

[8]

New Brighton, August 14: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

[9]

Le Havre, no date: Othmar Ammann to His Parents

[10]

Le Vesinet, Paris, August 14: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

[11]

Culvers Lake, August 16: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

[12]

Basel, August 17: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann
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[l]

La Lorraine, August 6, 1914: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

My dear Lilly,
Two beautiful and quiet days have already passed since we parted. The sea is so quiet
and the sky so peacefully clear as to make one forget all dangers and sorrows. Besides, the pure
air is so invigorating that I feel already much better and stronger than in New York, I am
looking with confidence and pleasure to the future. I feel that my body and brain need a
complete restoration and I will be the more vigorous and able to work afterwards. And how
· about you? I still ·see the last looks from your dear eyes and the confidence in the future which
rested in them. I admired your composure and thank you for it, because it gave myself more
strength and confidence. After my return we shall be richer in experience, healthier in body and
spirit and still happier. I shall bring along our dear Werner, which will unite us all and make
our happiness supreme. 1
So far we have not felt much of danger. The first night we paced along at high speed
with all lights extinguished. The next day we saw in the distance a French cruiser which of
course gave us confidence. Our route went far north along the shore of Newfoundland where
we met a multitude of fishing boats passing so near that we could exchange "hallo's". lam
much pleased with the steamer. It is very steady and does not vibrate, the passengers are of a
quiet and decent class, the meals including wine are good, except few vegetables, but for a tip
the steward furnished me with fruits as much as I like. Besides Mr. Meyer's cousin furnished
him with fruit for more than a week and we others of course help him. Every morning I take
a hot seawater bath and afterwards a "nap"~
I have before me your and Jiirg' s2 dear pictures and with happy feelings give you a
thousand kisses.
Your Othmar

[On the margin:] Write me often (no cards). 3

1

Werner, born 1906, was sent to Switzerland; it was the Ammanns' intention to return to
Switzerland within a year or so.
2

Jiirg, the second son,born 1910.

3

Probably cards were not forwarded for security reasons.
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[2]

La Lorraine, August 8, 1914: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

My dear Lilly,

Two more days have passed without any occurrences except that yesterday we met
several "icebergs" and groups of larger fishes. Our route is extremely north so that it is
unusually cold for this season. Last evening we passed close by the Cape Race Lighthouse on
the Newfoundland banks. The sea is still pretty calm but a cold wind is blowing.
I cannot yet grasp the idea that we have parted, every new impression is accompanied
by thoughts for you and dear Jiirg and I feel as if the same impressions were imparted to you;
the sea is so wonderful and gives inspiration for such wide thoughts that in looking over the
wide space all the small cares and troubles of this life are forgotten and one is even reconciled
with the fate of having once to part with the earth only to live a higher life in the wide universe.
I admire those fisherm~n in small boats far out in the sea, months of travel away from their
homes, apt to go down in the storm at any ti.me, their wives not hearing from them for months
until they return. Is not our lot small compared with theirs? They must be resigned to the will
of God for their entire life, our resignation is only for an extraordinary happening in our life.
I hope that you dear Lilly look forward with the same thoughts, whatever may come, we will
take it as the will of God.
Sunday, August 9th. This has been a very dreary day, the sea rough, the day dark and
no sign of life all day except a few lonesome birds. Last evening we played hide and seek with
another steamer and it looked for a while as if we were going to be captured, but the other one
turned out to be a friendly English steamer. The Lusitania is reported to be a short distance
ahead of us accompanied by two English cruisers so that all danger on the sea seems past.
We are a company of 8 Swiss, Dr. Schwarzmann whom I introduced to you turned out
to be a member of the "Schw[eizerische[ acad[emische] Turnerschaft," he knows many of my
old friends of the U.T.V. [Utonia Turnverein]

It begins to get dark. Good night my dear, dear wife and dear little Jiirg.
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[3]

New Brighton, August 8, 1914: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann's mother

My dear mother,
Who would have thought of such an awful war! With great heroism and love and feeling
of duty for our fatherland Othmar left us. May he, as well as his two friends, succeed in
arriving in Switzerland. He went with the French ship La Lorraine on August 5 from New York
to Havre, with a pass from the present Swiss consul. Will you kindly send him the enclosed
letter as soon as possible, if you have his address. Perhaps he has already visited you. Also,
I ask if you would inform my family in Basel, as I do not now whether my letter will reach
them there. Jurg made this drawing for his Papa, for whom he asks daily and wants to know
when he will be back.
I embrace you, dear Mamma, in tender love and wish from my heart that all is going
well with you.
Your
Lilly

The E. Ammann-Labhart Family, ca. 1900
Othmar
Ernst
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1 Kuri.oses Tier: Strange animal

7 Viele Spannerraupli: Many spinner caterpillars

2 Kiibeltransport: Bucket transport

8 Eier: Eggs

3 Conveer: Conveyor

9 Grosse Spannerraupe: Large .spinner caterpillar

4 Maus: Mouse

10 Eier: Eggs

5 Schlange um Conveer gewickelt:

11 Caterpillar

Snake wrapped around conveyor
12 Riiebli: Carrot

6 Caterpillar slipped out of an egg
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[4]

New Brighton, August 9, 1914: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

My dear, beloved husband,

All of nature is still lying enveloped in the early sunrise. Not a sound -- just a bird is
celebrating the early light. Where will my first lines reach you ? . . . . My thoughts are with you
constantly, in happy anticipation, believe me. Even though the first news of danger to
steamships in the North Sea are somewhat disturbing, a voice is always telling me that nothing
will happen to you . . . . On Friday, the 14th of August I shall go up to the lake and stay there
until around the middle of September unless I am called back. As for renting the house here,
for the moment it is difficult but in 1 or 2 months, when people come back from vacation, it will
be better .... The carpet of blossoms is now gloriously decorated, the petunias are developing
more beautifully every day and also the asters are coming out. To my- most valuable plant, our
dear young one, I will give my whole attention and develop an obedient, brave son for you upon
your return. As for Werner, I have already made plans for where we shall give him private
lessons and where we shall send him to school.
This is enough for today. The main thing is for you to know that we are both healthy
and doing fine.
In deep, devoted love, we warmly kiss and embrace you.

Your Lilly and Jiirg

[Note on margin] Unfortunately, we are not given any information as to the whereabouts of the
Lorraine and passengers. They probably are not allowed to, for security reasons. What is your
military address? -
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[5]

La Lorraine, August 11, 1914: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

My dear Lilly,
Here we are, almost at the end of our voyage over the ocean. Tomorrow noon we will
disembark at Havre. Today is again a very beautiful day, the ocean is very calm and the sun
is burning. One could say that the whole world is at peace. We have received very little news
and are ignorant of the situation in Europe, with the exception of several battles which were
announced by telegrams without source. I wrote a letter to Gaston4 and I also sent him a
telegram saying that I am disembarking at Havre. I shall be very happy to see him and his
family again.
I am also looking forward to receiving news from you. Even though my thoughts are
always with you, it seems to me that I have not seen you for a long time. Sometimes I am sorry
that you did not come along with me, but who knows what will happen before having arrived
in Switzerland. Your fate is the harder than mine, but I feel confident that you will carry it with
resignation. Save all the daily papers so that we will have a record of what has been happening.

During my absence do not pay any "bills" except for the house, but write to me about
other bills which you are receiving and I shall write back whether you can pay them or not.
In case something should happen to me before I arrive in Switzerland, tell the insurance
company that I was making a "business trip" to Switzerland. I shall write to you later, or to
Mr. Engler, if you have to pay an additional amount to cover war connected incidents.
Now good-bye. For you and Jiirg, a thousand kisses from you devoted

Othmar

4

Gaston Rouvier, married to sister of Lilly Ammann, living in a suburb of Paris. Othmar
Ammann visited him en route to Switzerland.
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[6]

New Brighton, August 13, 1914: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

My dear, most beloved Othmar:
Every day my heart pounds when I first look at the shipping news in the daily paper and
still find no news of the Lorraine. The French Line also has no news. Now I hope for the best.
My confidence tells me that you, my beloved, are all right.
Already eight days have passed since your departure. That day will always remain in
my memory. How many brave French women were there, having to give up their husbands and
sons. We watched the departing ship from the end of the pier for a long time, while the inspired
French women were singing the "Marseillaise". I came home full of confidence and trust in
God and in you, with the best intentions of doing my part well ...
Farewell for today, hopefully my lines will find you safe and sound, as are Jiirg and I.
In tender love I embrace you,
Your Lilly and Jiirg

Rouen-Paris, August 13, 1914: Othmar Ammann to His Parents5

[7]

My dear parents,
I am en route from Havre· to Paris and I am writing during one of those delays of the
train that are sometimes more than an hour. The trip takes about 12 hours because of military
movements and preparations. The whole country has the military atmosphere, as must be so in
Switzerland also. Someone told me that it takes about 4 or 5 days to go from Paris to Geneva.
So I shall not be with you before the 18th of August and perhaps this letter will not have arrived
yet. I shall send you a telegram when I arrive in Switzerland (at Geneva).
Would you please get my things ready for duty, the uniform, the service book, the
military maps and the military booklets?
You can imagine what a blow it was for us to have to break away so quickly, but it was
the call of our country, and one must obey. Also, I am very happy for the opportunity to see
you again and I hope I shall find you all in good health.
There were about 500 Swiss in New York who wanted to return to Switzerland but they
couldn't find places on the ships. Six of us officers found space on the Lorraine and I think we
are the first coming from the United States .

.

5

Written in French, probably to avoid censorhip or even rejection if written in German.
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The voyage over the ocean was very beautiful. There was danger of being captured by
the German cruisers and at night all the lights were turned out in order not to be seen.
We are approaching Paris, so good-bye. I am going to visit Gaston Rouvier.
A thousand kisses to you dear parents and to Werner.
Your devoted
Othmar

[8]

New Brighton, August 14, 1914, early in the morning: Lilly Ammann to Othmar
Ammann [8 days after Othmar Ammann sailed from New York].

My beloved Othmar,
I have just read in the paper that the Lorraine has arrived safely in Havre. Oh, how
happy I am now. Hopefully you have now arrived safely in Switzerland. The first news from
me you will find in Kilchberg, as I felt it was less safe to send it to Basel.
I rented the house yesterday to a small, nice-looking family, furnished, for $35, with one
child of 8 and a small boy of 9 months. The "lease" runs until the first of May. If you come
back before that, which I hope will be so, I must give them 60 days notice (also very
convenient). Mr. Engler made out the lease with the gentleman and made the clause about
notification, which sounded very reasonable.
I must close for today, so that this letter will get on the America.
With many tender kisses to you from both of us and hearty greetings to all,

Your Lilly and Andreas [Jiirg]

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol29/iss3/7
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Le Havre, no date: Othmar Ammann to His Parents6

[9]

My dear parents,
Following the call of our country I am en route with several other Swiss officers. We
arrived safely here today and are taking the train to Paris-Lyon-Geneva. I am told that it will
take 4 or 5 days to reach Switzerland. I hope to find you all in good health.
With a thousand kisses,

Your Othmar

Le Vesinet, Paris, August 14, 1914: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann7

[10]

My dear Lilly,
Here I am in Vesinet, and the whole Rouvier family is reunited. Mireille and Henri have
also returned from the South. How nice it is to spend several tranquil hours in this beautiful
residence of their parents. The voyage from Havre to Paris was very fatiguing. It took 11
hours, while it only takes 3½ under ordinary conditions.
Tonight at 6 o'clock I have to leave already for Switzerland, via the route Lyon-Geneva.
They tell me it takes about 4 days from here to Geneva. Well, I plan to stay for one day in
Basel before going into service.
France has a military aspect everywhere but the people are calm and confident. It is
agreeable to see a people resigned and in agreement. In general, the Swiss are in sympathy with
the French.
I send you, my dear Lilly and dear Jiirg, thousands of kisses, from your

Othmar

6

Postal card, iri French.

7

In French.
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Culvers Lake,8 August 16, 1914, Thursday Morning, 5 o'clock: Lilly Ammann to
Othmar Ammann

[11]

My dearest husband,

Quite near the edge of the lake, in an idyllic place, listening to the sound of the waves,
I am sitting here to let loose the thoughts that are always traveling to you and are accompanying
you everywhere...
Everything is yet quiet at the cottage. The sun is just getting up. Oh, how beautiful. ...
Jiirg sleeps well, and I take care that he is not disturbed by the activities in the house and see
that he gets to bed in time. I am very pleased that my efforts have been rewarded for keeping
him to obedience. He tries very hard to obey me. I pray every evening with him, we go
through the events of the day, discuss together where he was a good boy and where he was
failing, and about you and about how he would be a big, good boy until you and Werner would
come home. He always wants to hear more about you . . . .
So now I shall let this be enough for today and go to make myself useful in the kitchen.
Can you imagine, no one has heard any news either from Germany nor Switzerland since the

end of July. · That card from your parents in Uetliberg was the last one that I received.
According to the papers, poor Germany must be suffering terrible losses. Now Japan and even
Italy are joining in. When will all that end? -- Shame on Italy! (if it is true) . . . .
Be tenderly embraced in true deep love and kisses,

Your Lilly

8

Located in northern New Jersey in the Kittatinny Mountains, north of Branchville.
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[12]

Basel, August 17, 1914: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

My dear Lilly,

I am on the last stretch of my journey between Olten and Basel, after having been on the
train for 3 consecutive days and nights since leaving Paris, hardly able to sleep. The journey
was very tiresome, no express trains, no sleeping cars, and for the most part packed to the last
seat. But when I reached the Swiss frontier I forgot all the trouble in breathing the pure air of
our dear little country. I was struck at once by the beauty, the cleanliness and good order of
our country and with joy in our hearts we shook hands and drank to the well being of [our]
country with the first officers and soldiers we met at the frontier near Genf [Geneva]. The rain
has given the meadows and forests their beautiful fresh green and the crystal-like surfaces of the
lakes seemed more charming than anywhere else. The first sight of Lake Geneva was simply
wonderful. How much I regret that you were not with me at those moments. However, I was
glad that you have not come along on account of the fatiguing journey through France. We had
no difficulty in getting through France except for the many formalities in Havre, and the French
people and soldiers sympathized with us whenever we came in contact with them.
I am proud of the good and dignified appearance of the Swiss military and am anxious
to join them, the country deserves this service.
In passing through Switzerland· I notice with satisfaction the apparent prosperity
everywhere and we can only hope that our country will be spared the ravages of the war. It is
gratifying to notice, however, that our neighboring states respect the neutrality of our country
and except for minor skirmishes on the frontier I do not believe that we will be involved in the
conflict.

We are nearing Basel. Good-bye dear wife and dear boy. How happy I am to know you
are safe and with joyful heart I expect to see again .our dear parents and our dear Werner.
With many kisses,

Your Othmar
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Il. Othmar H. Ammann's Military Service
(August 19 - November 9, 1914)

0. H. Ammann as Officer in the Swiss Army
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1914
[l]

Culvers Lake, August 23: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

[2]

Field Post, Switzerland, August 25: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

[3]

Field Post, August 27: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

[4]

Culvers Lake, Branchville, September 1: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

[5]

Field Post, Switzerland, September 3: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

[6]

Field Post, Switzerland, September [3-5?]: Othmar Ammann to His Father

[7]

Field Post, Switzerland, September 3: Othmar Ammann to His Father

[8]

Culvers Lake, September 5: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

[9]

Field Post, September 6, 8, 10[?]: Othmar Ammann to His Father

[10]

Culvers Lake, September 17: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

[11]

Basel, September 19: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

[12]

Culvers Lake, September 26: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

[13]

St. Gotthard, September 26: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

[14]

Andermatt, September 24, 29: Othmar Ammann to His Father

· [15]

St. Gotthard, undated: Othmar Ammann to His Parents

[16]

St. Gotthard, September 30 and October 4, 5:
Ammann

[17]

Tioga, October 4: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

[18]

St. Gotthard, October 8: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann
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[19]

Tioga[?], October 19: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

[20]

St. Gotthard, October 10: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

[21]

Tioga, October 17: Lilly Ammann tao Othmar Ammann

[22]

St. Gotthard, October 22: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

[23]

St. Gotthard, October 24: Othmar Ammann to His Mother

[24]

St. Gotthard, October 29: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

[25]

New York, October 29: Gustav Lindenthal to Othmar Ammann

[26]

Tioga, October 30: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

[27]

St. Gotthard, October 30: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

[28]

Andermatt, November 3: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

[29]

Tioga, November 3: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

[30]

Andermatt, November 9: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann
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[l]

Culvers Lake, August 23, 1914: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

My dearest, beloved Othmar:
A beautiful, clear Sunday is again coming to an end. How beautiful it is up here.
Yesterday, Saturday evening, we rowed late in the night on the lake by moonlight and sang
Swiss songs ...
Yesterday I looked at the list of Swiss officers that went over to Italy on the Patria. I
saw Abbegg, otherwise I could not find anyone we know. Heinz, as a soldier, did not have to
go. The call to duty for Swiss in America still only applies to officers. Those who do not obey
are regarded as traitors, according to the official announcement signed by Ritter.
With each day I grow more anxious for news from you. _ Until now, no one of our
acquaintances has gotten a letter from Switzerland since the beginning of August. We read that
Switzerland has become a hospital for the wounded soldiers.
When will this terrible war come to an end? This is our daily question. Will my dear
husband return when the autumn leaves are falling? . . . .
Be embraced in tender love and many, many times kissed by your Lilly and Jiirg

[2]

Field Post, August 25, 1914: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

My dear Lilly,
Finally I get to write you a few lines from duty. As Papa probably has already informed
you, I went from Basel to Monthal, where I met Mama and Werner, as well as Rosa and Manja
Labhart from Moscow. Werner was very happy. He is thin but looks strong and healthy. He
did not want to answer my question of whether he would like to come back to America with me
after the war. But I am decided about bringing him back with me. On the same evening I also
visited Onkel Hermann and David in Zurich. I also met Lucia. Hermann is apparently ordered
to the "Depot" after Zurich. I stayed overnight in Kilchberg and spent several nice hours with
your dear mother, Bruno and Bertha~ Arthur is naturally also in active duty. On the 19th I
reported to Schaffhausen and was immediately sent to border duty in the canton of Schaffhausen.
Since several days I have been my own boss and commander in a farming town and daily take
big hikes from one post to the other. With a pleasant feeling I am wandering through the fields
and woods that I went through in grade school. How often I wished that you and the boys were
here with me in my wanderings. The people in the village are very accommodating and ready
to perform any service asked of them. My housewife is a sturdy farmer's wife, her husband is
also in service and she is taking care of the big farmland alone. On my writing table there is
always a big basket filled with fruit. Naturally, my diet is quite changed. In the morning one
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gets milk and coffee and the most wonderful butter with cheese or jelly. At noon and in the
evening, meat and vegetables and naturally for each meal, ½ liter wine. I feel very well with
this diet, visiting daily the "Albis" in the shady evergreen woods.
Yesterday I had an accident. I was riding in a carriage, on a steep street, when the horse
got out of control and tore down the street in full gallop. Fortunately the horse and wagon were
thrown over on a curve, otherwise we would have been thrown down a deep precipice. The
horse, driver and I got some good scraping and bruises. A gracious farmer's wife washed and
bandaged my wounds. She was more excited than I and kept wanting to "strengthen" me with
a "drink."
My life insurance from the army also covers death in the war, as I verified in Basel. For
the insurance with the Illinois Co. I shall not pay the additional premium to cover death from
the war, at least not for now.
How are you and Jiirg? I think of you both especially when I am walking thru the fields
and woods. If I would know how long it goes, I would have you come over. But no one
knows. For me this change is very good for my health. I can feel how my body is regenerated.
I no longer have any colds or chills and my stomach also seems to be in good order.
Until yet, I have not received any letters from you. The mail is still in a confusion and
probably your letters have been held up in Basel.
Take a thousand greetings and kisses for yourself and Jiirg. God protect you both . .
With dearest love,
. Your Othmar

[3]

Field Post, August 27 1914: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

My dear Heart,
There are moments when I am gripped by terrible homesickness for you and the little
one. What is, or what would my life be without you? I am sitting here alone in a small room
in a farmhouse, outside it is raining as unendlessly and regularly as can only happen in
Switzerland. The farmers are really almost too concerned to keep us company, their naive
conversation is not particularly welcome for me, as I would rather be alone and let my thoughts
travel to you. My life with you seems doubly so beautiful now that I miss it and as I can look
into other family relationships now and then. I can hardly forgive myself for being so unfair
toward you in moments of excitement. But I know that you forgive me as you know my
weaknesses and that touches me. I know that you understand my heart and that you will find
in it the love that you deserve. How I look forward to our reunion, and especially when we will
have our two young ones together again.
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I feel everyday how good the change of the military life has been. The switch of
thoughts on to another field and the routine physical activity is very beneficial. I think it was
· really high time that I took such a cure.
And how are you? Where are you now? I would gladly tell you to come here, but I
would not like to have you travel alone. Besides, you are in a beautiful place. A visit with the
relatives is nice, but frankly, I am glad that we are so far away from them, as the pleasant side
is often canceled by the unpleasant.
Now, good night. Be in faithfulness embraced and kissed. Also to Jiirg.

Your Othmar

[4]

Culvers Lake, Branchville, September 1, 1914: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

My dearest, most beloved husband,
Warmest thanks for your letters from Havre. They gave me indescribable pleasure. It
is early Sunday morning. All are sleeping yet in sweet silence, also our dear young one. My
first and my last thoughts are always with you, and that you will be able to return to us in good
health. Oh, how frighteningly the war must be raging. We are very worried about you how
you will get from Havre to Switzerland, especially since the letter that you promised to write
from Paris is still missing, which is naturally understandable under the circumstances that the
French Post has been held up. How grateful I am that I am not quite so alone with my thoughts
and that daily I may be with such dear friends . . . . Mr. Engler received the first letter from
Zurich from his mother a few days ago. She told him how much upset there was in
Switzerland. No one can sleep peacefully any more. Living expenses are very high. For this
I am somewhat glad to be here for the moment, as I would be of no help in this emergency.
If you see my mother, tell her to write me often. Here we have not received any line from
anyone.

Yesterday we read in the paper that the houses in the suburbs of Paris had to be emptied,
and we thought of Gaston. One does not know if one can believe everything that is in the
English newspapers such as the Times. But they are better than the Staatszeitung that is so onesided and obviously always greases up the German side.
Now be well my dear, dear Othmar. I hope with longing for word from you, already
a week has gone by since your first letter.
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[5]

Field Post, September 3, 1914: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

My dear Lilly,
Since I last wrote to you our post has changed. About a week ago we left our border
duty and made a regular march in the direction of the Jura. Last Sunday with Ernest and
Bernard I visited your dear mother in Kilchberg, had lunch at Bruno's and then afterwards with
him and Bertha and the children we took the familiar walk up toward Nidelbad. It was a
glorious day and I thoroughly enjoyed Lake Zurich once again. Your dear mother is very
concerned about me, sends me now and then her wonderful plums, which I greatly appreciate
as we cannot get any fruit in the Jura. Arthur was also at home.
During our march I received your first dear letter, that made me very happy. I am
grateful that everything went so well. Especially I am glad that the house has been rented with
the arrangement of two months notice. It is well possible that I may return soon, as one already
hears rumors here about discharging the home guard. The situation of the war in France is such
that the Swiss borders are not so threatened as was the case in the beginning. But still, much
can change in the near future and it is possible that we will only be relieved temporarily. In that
case, I would try to get permanent discharge as I do not want to sit here on my lazy bones.
Just now I got a letter from Mamma. It seems that she is back in Basel with Werner.
It has become more quiet there again.
Yesterday, even from here, I heard cannon shots all day long from the direction of
Belfort. Probably the fighting there is over the fortification of Belfort. It is just terrible if one
thinks how many thousand lives are being lost this moment. Swiss army planes are crossing
above us and on the streets thousands of troops are passing daily -- army artillery and
automobiles. It is interesting to experience this once.
I am sleepy. Good night. Receive tender greetings and kisses, and be lovingly embraced
by your
Othmar

[6]

Field Post, September 3-5[?], 1914: Othmar Ammann to His Father

[Notes written on Military Post Cards.]
#1.

LP [Lieber Papa, Dear Father],

Yesterday I was in Monthal9 and found everyone in good health. This evening I shall
visit 0. Hermann and David, and stay in Kilchberg over night. I reported to duty today and was

9

Since the war started Basel, where Othmar Ammann' s parents lived, was in a precarious
position. The mother and sister moved to Monthal, the father stayed in Basel.
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stationed at the border. This evening I will visit with Ernest (older brother of Othmar
Ammann). Address: OHA Lieutenant. Battalion 149, m Company, Field Post.
'
#2.
Dear Papa, Please send my saber and belt by return mail to Mrs. Pfister. The belt is in
the small trunk. Enclosed is the key for the trunk. Hearty greetings and kisses. 0. We are
going away from Schaffhausen.
#3.
Dear Papa We have just come back from an exercise that started with a general march.
I was lying peacefully stretched out on my bed when the drums sounded. I jumped up and
packed in my bag the necessary things and left for the meeting place. From Lilly I have always
good news. She has rented our house in N. Y. and is now staying in the country with our
friends the Engler family, as you can see from her letters.
Hearty greetings and kisses, from your Othmar
#4.
Dear Papa, I am here at the border guard in a little nest that I cannot disclose. I quite
like being on military duty again. Please send me 1 nightshirt and return the wash which I have
sent today (the best way would be in a bag such as Ernest has. I can't get any here.) I cannot
use the white gloves. Hearty 1. and k. Your 0 ... Please send me the daily Basle Newspaper.
Lieut. Bat. 149, m Comp. Field Post.
#5.
Dear Papa - Please send me by return mail a reliable pocket watch. Mine does not run
well and I cannot get it repaired here. I shall send it to you. Otherwise all is well. Hearty g.
and k. Your Othmar

[7]

Fieldpost, 3 September 1914: Othmar Ammann to His Father

My dear Papa,
We have moved to your vicinity. We are now stationed in a small village of Jura. The .
surrounding area is beautiful, but very poor. In the past two days we have made long marches
and are pretty worn down. Otherwise, Ernst 10 and I are feeling well. Although we are not in
the same company we see each other daily. On the way during our march, we visited Martha11
and her family.
Up to now I have not received one single Basel newspaper. Once in a while I can get
the Neue Zurcher Zeitung, but most irregularly.

1

°Ernst, the older brother of Othmar Ammann.

11

Martha, the wife of Ernst, also temporarily moved from Basel to the countryside.
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I should like to ask you or Veronika also to send me daily some fruit. One cannot get
anything here and I am so used to fruit that I do not have proper digestion without it, and on
that account am very tired. The fruit should not be easily rotted and should be well packed (it
is not allowed to send fruit). Anyhow, most preferred would be apples and pears. Hearty
thanks for sending them as soon as possible. Naturally I will share them with Ernest. Perhaps
Mamma could send something from Monthal if you cannot get anything in Basel. But well
packed.
Please ask about the newspapers. Also I should like to have a good map of the
battlefront. It certainly must be easy to get that in Basel.
Now, good-night and tender greetings and kisses, your

Othmar

Did you receive two small suitcases and the sword? Artillery outfit and cap are not
needed for the moment.
I got a letter from Lilly via Kilchberg. Everything is all right there.

[8]

.Culvers Lake, September 5, Saturday: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

Another wonderful, clear day is taking its entrance again. Oh, how happy, how grateful
your dear lines have made me. Tuesday I received your letter and card from Vesinet and two
days later already the one from Basel, and at the same time a long, meaningful letter from
Mama from Monthal.
I am indeed protected here by these noble, loving friends. The first news from over
there were of great import to us. Oh, how long, how long will this horrible war go on? This
we ask ourselves, as does all of mankind. Poor Rosa (Lilly's sister) with her loved ones in
Vesinet. She probably will have to leave her home.
It is almost useless to save the current newspapers here. There is such a conflict of

information in the one and then in the other, that one does not know which to believe. They
push unbelievable tlrings together. The most sure are the news from our own people. You will
write me as often as you can, that I know and it comforts me. For the moment the situation
looks very disturbing; also for Switzerland? Now enough of the war, you are no doubt
interested in hearing other things from me . . . .
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[9]

Field Post, September 6, 8, 10[?]: Othmar Ammann to His Father
[Notes written on Military Post Cards.]

. #6
September 6, 1914 My dear Papa, My hearty thanks for attending to the various
requests. Enclosed are the two watches. Also I am sending you a glove, the other one I have
lost, so I ask you to please send me by return mail a new pair.
#7

Tuesday, 8 September
Dear Papa Among the military things that I left at home there must be my target book.

Please send it to me by next mail. The package with the fruit that you told me about on the
telephone did not come yet. Otherwise all is well. Hearty greetings and kisses, Your Othmar.
Hopefully we will meet on Sunday.
#8
Dear Papa: We will probably be discharged on Thursday and I shall come to Basel on
that same day with Ernst. Then we can make plans for the future. I think that would be simpler
than if we talk about meeting elsewhere. Hearty greetings and kisses, Your Othmar

[10]

Culvers Lake, September 17, 1914: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

Since I received the dear lines respectively from your Mama and Papa, and my mother,
telling of your arrival in Switzerland, I am very relieved. Of course I am worried about your
fatigue from the long overland trip. It would have been better for you to take a la~r Italian
steamship, and also for me. It was all done in such haste. Well, we must look forward and not
backward, be it then that we learn our lessons from the past. Never rush into anything.
(Forgive me, with this I do not want to throw any blame on you.) . . . .

[11]

Basel, September 19, 1914: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

My dear Lilly,
I am sitting here in the beautiful, cozy home of my ·dear parents. It is really charming
here, the little house surrounded by high trees and a darling formal garden, that is well supplied.
I have 8 days leave from duty and it is very good for me to change my thoughts to other things
again. I was hoping that we would be discharged, but that is not the case, we are just put on
hold and I cannot leave the country. The situation has become more critical for Switzerland than
ever before. On the northwest border large battles are taking place and it is well possible that
from the one or the other side there will be a break-through attempt into Switzerland or tried
forcefully. The action of Italy is also very unsure and it is possible that we may have to defend
ourselves from all 4 sides. From here one can readily hear the cannons roar from Belfort and
from Ishemer Klotz. Yesterday from an elevation behind St. Margreten. we even saw. German
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battalions in formation and heard the crackling of guns. The St. Ludwigs Hospital is full of
wounded, also Swiss go there to help.
Fortunately Switzerland has had time to prepare herself well. Unrelenting, since the
outbreak of the war, the fortifications and camouflaging of the whole Jura district has been going
on. Also our battalion was in the Jura for the past 2 weeks for this purpose. You know the
small village of Eptinger, where we once were with the Haberstichs. Yesterday I visited the
artillery station behind St. Margrethen with Manja and Werner. Each gun has its range to cover
and is covered from behind. Communicating trenches are behind them, with munitions supplies
that are stowed away and the flanks of each battery of guns are protected from an invading
infantry by wire fencing. Bridges near the border are planted with dynamite and can be blown
up at any moment and barriers are built in front and in back of them.
In St. Margrethen with the field artillery, I happened to see Kielholz and Fasciati, who
are now Captains. They send greetings to you. Also other friends and acquaintances I met by
chance as they marched by or in assembly of the troops: Schwyzer (Hermann), Rubel, Sauberli,
Bar and many others that you do not know. They are now captains or even Majors. It is a
strange feeling to meet an old friend in this way on the battlefield. Our troops look smart, and
on all faces one sees quiet confidence . . . .
The Swiss people are quiet and everything seems to go in its orderly fashion except the
businesses are doing very poorly in general . . . .
Now farewell, be tenderly embraced and kissed in faithful love by your
Othmar

Culvers Lake, Sunday morning, September 26, 1914:
Ammann

[12]

Lilly Ammann to Othmar

My dearest, deeply loved Othmar,
Have deep thanks for your dear, dear letter of August 27th. I am so happy that you are
keeping so well and feel so comfortable in the sturdy farmhouse. In the long run, I am afraid
that such a life would get boring for you. I wonder whether you are seeing your former friends,
Sadi, 12 etc. -- My god, what news the papers are printing, often unbelievable and yet not peace
anywhere near in sight. It is bad and I will not be able to embrace you in my arms for a long,
long, time.
The terrible war makes itself visible here also, naturally. Mr. Engler also complains
about how business is poor and one hears how many employees are discharged and are without
work.

12

A fraternity brother of Othmar Ammann.
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You are right. I am probably better off in America as in Switzerland with relatives. I
could not live with you there anyway.
We are greatly enjoying the beautiful golden autumn days and for me and dear Jiirg the
stay with these dear people has really been good for us . . . .
Good-night, my dearest, deeply beloved, I embrace you in true love,
Your Lilly

[13]

St. Gotthard, September 26, 1914: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

My dear Lilly:
I am writing to you here from a military barrack at an altitude of about 2,500 meters,
or 2 hours above Andermatt. The barrack is serving as living room and dining room for us few
officers. Around me there is a Jasse game going on and reading. Outside the temperature is
a few degrees below zero (centigrade), but the moon is illuminating the beautiful landscape.
From the barracks one looks on to the Gotthard Massive, the Furka Pass, the magnificent
Dammaglacier, Galenstock and many others. My wish to enjoy the beautiful Swiss alps once
more has been fulfilled.
On my request, I was assigned the Gotthard fortification division for engineering work
and have command of the construction of a military road. There are many troops up here, on
all important points heavy fortifications are being constructed. The sounds of blasting rock and
shooting practice with the huge Genhutzers almost leads one to believe that the war is being
waged here. Up to now I like this very much and am delighting in the beautiful sunsets and
sunrises, and the fog formations over the Urserental and Oberalptal. It has been very cold (8
degrees under zero, centigrade) and we had 3 meters snowfall. The sun is still very warm
during the day and has made a good job of melting the snow at our level. All the high peaks
are blindingly white.

If I stay here for a longer time I shall have enough opportunity to ski. I look forward
to that. The U.T.V.er Rauch and Schucan 13 are also near here. Last week I visited Neuveville
with Papa and Werner. Fritz was just home on a temporary pass from duty. Then I visited the
National Fair in Bern with Papa. It is really wonderful, the attendance is very low because of
the war.
In Neuveville your dear letter reached me, in which you wrote that you are going back
to New York, as well as your letter from Otto's. Your letters always make me very happy and
are for me the only pleasure in the life here that is often so lonely. Please write me often how
you are and what you are doing . . . .

13

Fraternity brothers of Othmar Ammann.
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[14]

Andermatt, September 24, 29, 1914: Othmar Ammann to His Father
[Notes written on Military Post Cards]

#9 September 24, 1914
Dear Papa. Here I am now about 1½ hours above Andermatt. There is not much snow

yet, but very cold and I ask Mamma to send me 1 or 2 woolen shirts soon. I am staying in
barracks with several other officers. Please also some schnaps to warm up. Hearty greetings
and kisses, Your Othmar
#10 September 29, 1914
Dear Papa: Hearty thanks for your letter. Yesterday I made a glorious tour with my
friend Rauch from the U. T. V. The alps are wonderful. With respect to the shirts, I went to
Bauer once more and returned the hunting shirt. I said I would order through you a Lahmanshirt if necessary. Please buy me one with long arms in case you have not already sent me one.
Please also send me soon some fruit, we cannot get that here, also I should like to have some
dried prunes or apples or pears. Also, I should like to have a folding measuring stick 2 meters
long (an ordinary yellow one). Hearty g. and k. Your Othmar

[15]

Battalion for Fortification Construction, Company 4, St. Gotthard, undated: Othmar
Ammann to His Parents

Dear Parents,

I am writing to you now from 2,400 meters above sea level, about 2 hours above
Andermatt toward Oberalp. I am in charge of construction of a military road. It is glorious up
here in the midst of the beautiful alpine scenery. My long time wish to go climbing in the Swiss
Alps once again has been hereby fulfilled. Every day I make quite long outings.
My lodgings are in a military barrack with several other officers. It is rather primitive
but very cozy. It has already become quite cold (8 below O centigrade) and the snow was quite
high but has melted again. The only thing that I do not like too much is our rations: They are
always the same: chocolate and cheese in the morning - soup and spatzli in the evening. For
lunch we have to fend for ourselves, but so far have not had anything except what was given
to me by a comrade. For that reason I would be grateful to you if you would send me
something now and then, especially fruit that is easy to transport (well packed) and some good
meat that keeps well (Biintnerfleish, etc.) Many thanks in advance.
I must have left my leg bindings that were washed with you. Please send them to me by next post, as I need them badly.
Hearty greetings and kisses. Your Othmar
Please send a blotter.
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[16]

St. Gotthard, 30 September 1914: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann·

My dear Lilly,
Already for 8 days I have been here in the glorious Swiss Alps and, in spite of the
coldness and the bitter wind that often threatens to blow away the barracks, I like it here better
every day. Today was again a beautiful day. Early this morning at six-thirty, I pushed my
people out on the jagged ridge in the clear morning air. The mountain peaks opposite us had
just begun to take on a rosy glow, a glorious sight: the Galenstock, Schneestock, etc., and at
their base, the magnificent Damma glacier. I stood on a high crag and could hardly tear my
eyes from the wonderful view. Way down, almost directly straight downward from my feet,
lay the peaceful Goschenental with dark green evergreens at its outskirts. Also in the
surroundings, nature was to be admired. The high altitude vegetation was covered with a breath
of frozen morning dew and the whole landscape looked magical in ice crystal.
The sun gradually drove out the icy coldness and turned the crystal whiteness into alpine
green. How often I wished that you were with me at such moments, then I would hold you in
my arms and cover you with a thousand kisses. Don't laugh when I become so sentimental, but
in these surroundings nothing else is possible.
Life here is on all accounts very primitive. Around 6 officers are living in the dark
barracks and have hardly enough room to pass by each other. For breakfast we have cocoa and
cheese, at noon I must eat outdoors whatever I happen to supply for myself -- fruit or
Biintnerfleish that my parents send me. For supper, beef soup and potatoes or macaroni.

Sunday, October 4

It is a glorious, warm Sunday morning; I am sitting on a high alpine peak and have a
whole panorama in front of me of the overwhelming chain of alps with snow peaks that tint the
deep blue sky with a light blue color. In the sky small snow-white clouds slowly drift by -- a
beautiful picture. Below in the valley the cowbells from Andermat, Hospental, and Goschenen
are ringing and in between one hears a Swiss melody being played by the military orchestra in
Andermatt.
In an hour we are going to the church service that is held up here at an altitude of 2,500
meters. Actually I have it very good here. I have a lot of time for myself as I do not have to
take care of any troops. The troops that are assigned to me are under the supervision of their
troop officers and I am only the construction .officer that is assigned to the fortification staff.

After the service I shall take a hike over the Oberalp pass toward Disentis, probably
alone as my comrades want to "rest". However, it is directly a pleasure to wander alone
through the beauties of nature. Thus I can let my thoughts travel without plan wherever I want
to.
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Last Sunday I met with Rauch (Tshumbo U. T. V.) who is stationed as an officer near here
and we took a beautiful hike to Hospenthal toward Furka.
Hermann Ammann (a cousin) was in Rodi Fiesso (below Airolo) for a long time and now
is near Bellinrona with the guard duty of the depot company. His mother and his wife are
always following him and living near him "to take care of him". Also Schucan is here nearby
but I have not seen him yet.
And where are you now with Jiirg? My thoughts fly to you more than anywhere else.
I have not received a letter from you for a long time. How are you making out with money?
Here money is very rare.
The banks only give out small amounts, which is very
disadvantageous for many businesses. Uncle David and Hermann complain about that. Up to
now he could not pay out the 500 francs, so I ask for underwear from him and now and then
"Jass money," although I make out all right with my own cash.
Did you see to it that my publications (Engineering News and Record, etc.) be kept?
Since then there must have been new articles in the Engineering Record about the N. Y. Conn.
Railroad appearing. When you are in N.Y. ask Mr. Skinner, the editor of the Engineering
Record, if he would be so good to send me 4 copies of such articles at my expense. You could
also send me an American paper now and then (the Sun). when there is something interesting
in it. I want to keep informed about conditions there.
Now my eyes are closing. I want to go out yet and look at the look at the gorgeous
moonlit landscape, then I shall lie down on my rather hard bed. In spite of that I can sleep well.
Good-night, my most beloved Lilly and dear Jiirg. Be lovingly embraced and kissed.

Husband and Papa

Monday, October 5

Yesterday, Sunday afternoon, I had a wonderful outing over the Oberalp Pass toward the
Val Maigels, where the origin of the Rhine exists, and passed several beautiful lakes over the
Maigels Pass into Unteralptal and through that beyond toward Andermatt and then back to our
barracks, about 7 hours without stopping, in brisk walking. However, I am in such good form
that I hardly notice it today.
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[17]

Tioga, October 4, 1914: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

My dear, beloved heart,
I have just put the two boys to bed. The Schweizers14 went to a charity event for the
benefit of widows and orphans in Germany. The two boys have already become good friends .
. . . For my part, I too feel comfortable and happy in these surroundings, the Schweizers both
are so very nice to us, and it is up to me to bring our ties of friendship even closer. If I didn't
have worries about you, my dear.
And now, my dearest, --- oh, how I long for a letter. Your last lines were from the Jura,
of September 3, in which you wrote that you received my 1st letter. . . The hope for a
discharge in the near future has probably been pushed into an unknown far future. How will
it all come out?
Otto and his wife are also closely following the war news with much empathy and
sorrow. In the morning we get the paper that is German sympathetic and in the evening an
English paper that hardly has any trace of truth in it. There is also a small weekly published
brochure, Fatherland, for 2C, which I will subscribe to, if you are in accord. It gives a good
description of the beginning of the war, written by eyewitnesses. I have stopped saving the daily
papers. Who would ever want to look through such a big pile?

Please number your letters if possible. If you would send me a photograph of yourself
in uniform you would make me very happy.
I received in your absence already the 2nd bill from the Encyclopedia Britannica for
October 6. Is that correct? Now Jiirg wants to add his love with a drawing.
In tender love, I hug and kiss you,

Your faithful ~illy

14

Otto Schweizer was a cousin of Othmar Ammann living in Philadelphia. He was a wellknown sculptor.
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[18]

St. Gotthard, October 8, 1914: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

My dear Lilly,

It's already late at night, some of my comrades are already snoring. I am using this quiet
hour to chat with you, as I am not sleepy yet. I have just returned from a glorious evening
walk. By the light of the moon and a clear star-studded sky, I walked on the road down toward
Andermatt. A wonderful panorama presented itself to me, all the mountain peaks looked like
a fairyland in the night illumination, with the lights of Andermatt and Hospental down in the
valley and way in the distance the light of Furka pass. To the right on Batzberg, the two strong
searchlights of the fort. Suddenly shots were heard from up there, it was the . . . . having their
nightly target practice.
Today was once more a warm day, after two days of steady snowing, and one could
hardly see a meter ahead because of the fog. On one of the uncomfortable nights I had to get
up at 3 o'clock to make rounds for an hour. I enjoyed the experience and came back satisfied
and could still slip under the warm blankets for an hour. It is unpleasant at noon when we are
eating outside and the big snowflakes fall into the canteen out of which we are eating our soup
and our fingers are so stiff that one takes the whole "Spatz" to be worked on by the teeth. Th~
soldiers carry on bravely and work energetically in order to keep warm . . . . One evening in
marching home, I got lost in the fog with them. We wandered around on the mountain for two
hours until we accidentally came upon telephone wires that led us to our barracks just before
night came on. It is about 1 hour to our work place, first 300 meters up, then down again. The
first thing when I return to the barracks at 6 o'clock is to look for a letter from you. But, oh
sorrow! How often have I been disappointed. I have been here already 14 days and not one
has come yet. · Where are you now? I would be relieved to know that all is well.
Of the war news we have very little here, and very vague, but terrible battles must be
going on. It is awful to think what the soldiers in the field must suffer. Now I will slip under
the blankets, it is already 11:30 and tomorrow morning at 5 it is "arise".
May you, dear Lilly, as well as the little one be lovingly embraced and kissed by .

Your Othmar.
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[19]

Tioga, October 10, 1914: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

And now to you, beloved sweetheart.
Many warm thanks for your dear letter of 19 September written from your parents'
house, as well as for your card from the National Fair and Werner's card to Jiirg, that all three
found their way from Culvers Lake to here. So you are going to the Gotthard fortifications.
Do you see Dr. Med. Hans Brun, an acquaintance of my brother?) Should I be happy about
that? Oh, with many a sigh I ask myself: when will you come back? Is there really no chance
that you will be discharged? At one time, I had a slight hope. Mr. Heinz told of an
acquaintance (officer) that was allowed to return back to America as he was irreplaceable in the
business and as head of his household. He was related to a commander, who helped him.
Forgive me, darling, if I hurt you with my ignorance and impossible ideas. But see, here I am
happy on the one hand and well-established, but I do not want to burden these people too long
by abusing their hospitality. I have no idea how long they are planning for me to stay here.
Otto thinks, as do most of the Americans, that you did not have to go. But I showed them the
orders for the Swiss officers, which I kept, that says that all those who do not report to duty will
be regarded as deserters. When people ask me here how long I will stay, I say "for a while."
At all accounts, they must have to save carefully, she makes no bones about it, naturally
not to make me feel uncomfortable. Otto has lost many [sculpting] commissions because of the
war and there is not much hope for new ones. The brother of Mrs. Schweizer can only work
every other week and perhaps they are also sending over some money. Yesterday she said to
someone: "All our money has gone to war." --- Please, you will write soon to Otto yourself?
I will find out if my dividends will be paid at the end of the year. For the moment I have
enough money, I do not have any expenses. So do not worry about that. If worse comes to
worse I can live in our house in New Brighton. My Jiirg will keep me company, he gives me
such joy. If you only knew what a dear, docile boy he is. Don't you sometimes feel homesick
for our Schatzi? Yesterday in bed he said: "Papa shouldn't stay away so long!" The
Schweizers also love him very much.
Now, good night. This paper is already full, unfortunately. I also just wrote to Mrs.
Schneider [an employer of Othmar Ammann] and answered Mr. Lindenthal's letter. In tender
love, kisses for you from

Your Lilly
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St. Gotthard, October 10, 1914: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

My dear Lilly,
When I came back to the barracks through the heavy snow yesterday evening, I warmed
myself up on your dear letter of September 17, from Culver's Lake. It had traveled from
Kilchberg, was wrongly addressed by Mamma and went via Schaffhausen to Basel and then
here. Many thanks, I have been longing for it for a long time. How happy I was that you were
experiencing such beautiful autumn days in gracious company. I was glad to hear that Jiirg
looks so well. I cannot thank the Engler family enough for taking you in so warmly.
Yes, we will be doubly so happy when we will all be together again. When will this
ever be? On the war stage no decision seems yet to have been made. In all events, today came
the news that Antwerp has fallen into the hands of the Germans. Perhaps the Germans will not
push forward energetically, but the united armies of the French and English are giving them a
hard stand.
In Switzerland the majority of the army is in the field. Only temporarily the home guard
and reserve divisions have been relieved in order to help with the harvest or to attend to other
necessary work. Up here in the Gotthard we have troops from all parts of Switzerland, hard
at work on fortifications, etc. Everywhere rocks are being blasted, which brings a constant
thundering in the valleys.
With my division, I blasted 40 times today alone, which brought large groups of rocks
to small splinters. The roadway had to be built into the rocks in some parts, and in other parts
it had to have high supporting walls where it was situated on a steep incline. This work is very
interesting and educational. The commanding officers, of which quite a few are here, are
envious of me. They are primarily responsible for protective trenches and caves.
From the sound from Badus, nothing will be done tomorrow as it looks as though it will _
snow all night and perhaps we might even be driven into the valley if the snow should get too
high. Before I go down, I should like to make a tour of the high mountain peaks, as who knows
how long it will be until I shall have the opportunity again. Your gentle remark about my
departure being made in too great a hurry, I well understand. It does not come from you but
was made by others. To that I should like to say that I shall never regret having left
immediately. One can easily judge in hindsight, but who knew at that time what would yet
come? In all events, my quick decision showed others that I do not hesitate when hard necessity
calls me and that is what you can answer to such remarks about my leaving in a hurry. On top
of that, I question whether it would have been better to travel through Italy, as that land was also
mobilizing.
I do not think it would be advisable for you to come here. The situation is still very
unsure. On top of that, where would you go? Rosa [Othmar Ammann' s sister] is in Basel with
the little one, which is quite enough for dear mamma, as Rosa is terribly dependent. In
Kilchberg your mamma is also rather by herself over these hard times. Let the house be rented
for $35 and let us wait and see. Be you and Jiirg tenderly embraced and kissed by your Othmar
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[21]

Tioga, October 17, 1914: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

My dearest beloved,
Sunday morning -- the church bells are ringing in the distance for an early Mass.
Otherwise, everything is yet quiet. Where are you? Where are you going? Oh, the longing
for you often grips me indescribably. I cannot protect myself from it. I would almost envy the
Swiss wives who have their husbands nearby and can already get an answer from them in 3
days. Also they must not be tormented by the thought that they could be pushed aside by others.

It is a disgrace how the Americans let themselves be influenced by the biased, untruthful
newspapers and that such a bitter prejudice exists in America. I also would not have thought
it from Kunz for saying, "The emperor should be crushed," (according to Mrs. Schneider). She,
on the other hand, was more sympathetic to the Germans.
Yesterday I sent you a sample number of the magazine Fatherland. I did not want to
subscribe to it without your agreeing. Please send a Zfircherzeitung to Otto sometime. He said
it would interest him very much to compare their news with those here. Ah, to myself, I am
hoping that if the Germans continue so victoriously, then the war will be moved to England in
a few weeks, and Switzerland will then be removed from danger. I well know, dear sweetheart,
that you do not have much time to write and probably are very tired in the evening - and that
is the only reason I can think of that you so rarely write to me. Fourteen days can seem like
an eternity to me. Oh, how horrible, you will think, where is my courageous, reliable Lilly?
Yes, my sweetheart, I am still so. In my thoughts I am sitting on your knee and am kissing you
one thousand times in tender, true love.
Next time, I shall tell you all about your dear little one, my sunshine. Good night,
dearest! No night goes by that I do not send my last greetings with tears in my eyes,
Your Lilly

[22]

St. Gotthard, October 22, 1914: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

I am like a roving scholar, already again in another lodging. Our cozy little house that
we named "The Desperate" (where we four commanding officers lived) has been organized for
a storage place for food provisions and now we live in a new - also very cozy barrack, called
"Klauserli". However, we are no longer so isolated. In a room next door, are housed the lower
grade officers of a Bernese battalion, who are yodeling and singing to their hearts' content.
How grateful I am for the beautiful days that I may experience up here, by beautiful
weather which is simply indescribable. The view of the mountains, especially in the morning
at sunrise, is simply wonderful. Usually in the afternoon I take a climbing tour around on the
cliffs, finding myself a nice outlook point and for a while I marvel at the magnificent picture of
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nature. Now the peaks seem to be covered in fresh white velvet garments, that become rosy
tinted from the sun. Also at night the illumination is gorgeous, when one of us officers makes
rounds. The other night between 2-4 I made my round during a heavy snowstorm. How
wonderful it was afterwards to slip into a warm nest (a straw sack).
A few days ago I received your dear letters of September 20 and 24, with.2 photos from
Culvers Lake, that made me very happy. How happy I am that you have been experiencing such
beautiful days with Jiirg. Now, you are in Philadelphia. It is naturally a great relief for me that
you are so well taken care of, and you can profit well by being with Otto.
Naturally I ·am still hoping that I may return before .winter, but do not have too great
hope. Well, we have to accept that which cannot be changed.
I did pay the life insurance from Chicago before I left. I am returning the plumber's bill,
it probably has .to be paid.
Now, good-night, be tenderly embraced and kissed by your
Othmar

[23]

St. Gotthard, October 24, 1914: Othmar Ammann to His Mother

My dear Mamma,
Hearty thanks for your dear lines of the 17th and 20th, as well as for the two packages
containing the dried apple slices, etc. They taste wonderful. I also received the package
containing the mirror, etc. Many thanks. I have enough laundry for a week. The sport shirt
that I returned was credited to me, so we are straightened out. Please write down all the
expenses you have on my account so that I may pay you what I owe. I shall thank Anna Bolli
personally for the dried apples as well as the apple pie and apples that I received from her.
We have had several fantastic days, but it looks as though it i~ trying to rain tomorrow.
Imagine, what a celebration. Yesterday I was down to Goschenen and had a hot bath,
after not having washed myself for several days. We were moved again, our cozy little wigwam
was turned into a food supply station.
With the next package I shall send some crystals that I found while we were dynamiting.
I should like to keep them as souvenirs. Please unpack them carefully. I thank Werner for the
dear letter, I sent it on to Mam ma. Enclosed you will find a letter from Lilly, she is now in
Philadelphia at Otto's.
Thank you also for the leg warmers.
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I am sending Papa's underpants back. They are too heavy for me, I think knitted ones
are healthier. Anyhow, I have enough underpants.
I wish you all a happy Sunday and send hearty greetings.
Your Othmar

[24]

St. Gotthard, October 29, 1914: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

My dear Lilly,
A few days ago I received your first letter (#12) from Tioga. How happy I am that you
both are so well received there, especially now that the bare winter is coming in. You will
probably not feel much of that there, but up here it has set in already in full swing. For the last
24 hours it has snowed continuously, the snow is almost 2 feet high everywhere, in some parts
over 5 feet. We went out today for lunch and here and there we sank into the snow up to our
armpits. The work has naturally halted, the troops except for the fortification troops have
marched down to the valley and we commanding officers are awaiting further orders. Perhaps
we will be sent to the south side of the Gotthard or in the Tessin. The wind blows up here often
so strongly that one cannot stand against it, the snow seeps into all the cracks in the windows
and roof and if one stays out too long one has the . . . full of snow. But it is wonderful in such
weather to walk around and if we stay here longer I will have Ernst's skis sent to me.
Just last Sunday I made a wonderful tour with my comrades through Riental (above
Goschenen) over the Reintaler Lucke (about 2800 meters high) into Fellital. Then there was a
long part of sliding over the snow, then from Fellital into Oberalptal. On the way we saw a
Rodel goat, a charming sight in the open heights of the alps. Over all, the tour was right in
beautiful pictures of nature. The sky was always cloudy but with variations of color. On one
side were snow white clouds that looked like snow peaks themselves, on the other side,
threatening black clouds tom apart by the wind. In between, the rays of sun and now and then
from the valley a thick strand of fog rose up, becoming thinner as it came higher. The
traversing of the Reintaler Lucke reminded me of our tour over the Schwarze Torli above
Kandersteg. It seemed almost unreal, to be standing on the ridge with snowbanks right and left
and then higher up the bare peaks of the Reinzenstock and Schneehunerstock with unreal black
clouds playing around them. We saw some beautiful crystal stones in the cliffs, but were not
properly equipped to extract them. And now it would be impossible to get them. However, I
found a few beautiful crystals when we were blasting; as our path had to be partly or sometimes
completely built into the cliffs, so we often had to blast huge blocks of the cliff, that fell down
into the valley with a roar. The path was just finished in time, and a few days ago I made an
inspection tour until down to Goschenen. Down there I allowed myself the unheard of luxury
of a hot bath, after not having washed myself for several days. Namely, water is scarce in our
barracks, it has to be fetched in buckets.
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Night is coming on, it is no longer possible to go out for supper, and no one will be able
to bring it to us, the wind is blowing so terribly. Fortunately each of us four officers · is
equipped with some provisions.
Good night, my dear heart, my last thoughts are always with you and the dear little one.
Be kissed in tender love from your
Othmar

New York, October 29, 1914: Gustav Lindenthal to Othmar Ammann

[25]

#68 William Street~ New York City.
October 29, 1914
Dear Mr. Ammann : -1 have your letter of September 26th, telling me of your location near the St. Gotthard
Mountain. I had also a letter from Mrs. Ammann telling me that she had heard from you and
that she is in good ·health.
·
As Switzerland is under a great burden for keeping its army in the field, it may not be
amiss for you to offer some money contribution or tax each month for letting you off so you can ·
go back to your family and to work. I understand quite a number of Swiss citizens in this
country have made that arrangement with their Government.
Business commences to be affected also in this country by the war, and everywhere there
are many employees dismissed for want of work. A good many will have a hard winter before
them. No one can judge as yet how long the war will last.
The American press is strongly against the Germans, believing that they have started the
war; but the truth is already gradually coming out, and I should not be surprised to see a change
of opinion at least among the better classes iri this country.
The work on the N. Y. Connecting R.R. 15 is progressing satisf~ctorily.
On the C. & 0. bridge we will make a beginning, but the whole work will not be let for
the present because the capital for it cannot be obtained.

As for other work which is in sight, we may have to wait until the war is over and
business conditions again become normal. This country will not escape its share of suffering
and war taxes, but of course we will not suffer as much as the European countries.

15

Later renamed "Hell Gate Bridge." Othmar Ammann was working as first engineer under
Lindenthal, builder of the Hell Gate Bridge.
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If it were not for England, the war would probably come to an end before'New Year's,
but with England in it, there is no prospect of an early end.

Write me soon again. In the meantime, I remain, with best wishes,

Yours very truly,
G. Lindenthal
Mr. 0. H. Ammann, (Lieut.)
Fort Stockli, Comp. ID, Battalion No. 149
Andermatt, Switzerland.

[26]

Tioga, Friday evening, October 30, 1914: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

My dearest, beloved,
I sit here again with my thoughts, deeply absorbed. Here next to me are your dear letters
of September 30, October 8 and 10, that I received last Monday and Tuesday, and which
brought me such pleasure. In Monday's letter, I sought in vain from your lines a greeting or
kiss and yet I doubt that the Swiss letters are opened. You probably tore off the last page of
your letter yourself.
Also today's paper lies next to me. Oh, it gets worse and worse instead of better, and
the hope for reuniting soon seems to get fainter. But yet, I do not lose all hope. Somehow you
will find a way out so as not to have to stay over there until the end of the war. One would
think that the military leaders would make some distinction for the heads of families that are
residing out of the country. Do you not have a commander around that would intercede for
you? You are laughing, aren't you? However, it is perhaps good that you do not try to get
excused now, perhaps later you could be permanently dismissed.
Several lines from Lindenthal, that I received yesterday, made me very happy. They
seemed to reassure me in my anxiety and unsureness. Otto also seems to find Lindenthal's idea
excellent, if only it could be carried out. Otto thinks that perhaps you would not even want it,
as he can well imagine. Out of enthusiasm for his country, no soldier would want to leave his
country, as long as the danger is there, and that the others could say he tried to get out of it.
But I know that with you it is not enthusiasm but a sense of duty, and that besides that you also
have a sense of duty for your family in your heart and would not be afraid of the word "avoid
obligation" in case it would somehow be possible. You can well put yourself in my place. If
I cannot help Otto with money, I can really not stay here any longer. He complained to me
yesterday that his last consignment was now finished and there were no new ones in sight. The
money for it has already been spent and he now stands empty-handed and does not know where
to tum, as he never could save anything. The idea that you left too much in a hurry came truly
only from me. Both Mr. Engler and Otto are too tactful to say such a thing.
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Lindenthal judges quite correctly. Also other visionary men are rather definitely
predicting, that the war will last a long, long time, perhaps for years. Under those conditions,
would you want to stay over there longer? Isn't Lindenthal right in thinking that you as an
individual and perhaps others living out of th~ country could not help very much and would be
of more help by paying military taxes?

It could be that you in Switzerland are not as well informed as we are here. I shall send
you an account of my expenses if you wish. If I use up our funds, I do not know whom else
to tum to except Lindenthal. Mr. Engler offered to pay for the $10 rent from December
onward. Until then I have paid him my debts, I do not want to borrow yet again from him.
For the moment I do not want to consider working myself. Also this will be very hard, in this
time of great unemployment. Cash is becoming more and more-rare. All the business people
are complaining that debts are not being paid anymore. Whoever has a secure job that pays in
cash is to be envied. When I think that you would have such a one, and must now uselessly stay
away for months -- It is almost a sin. And believe me, in the eyes of the men around here you
would be more highly esteemed if you would take the step that could hurt your feeling of love
and duty to your country, out of love and duty for your wife and children. For sympathy and
support from the people around me I cannot hope. Then I put myself in the place of Otto. He
is much worse off than you, and so are many others in his place. How many envy you. You
get something from the State, at least enough money for your own upkeep, you have
companions, interesting and professionally enriching experiences than if you were to stay by the
family . . . .

It is Sunday evening already toward midnight and I want to spend my last minutes before
sleeping in talking with you. I just had a long talk with Otto and Berta. What a noble thinker
he is, it is a pleasure to talk with him about worries and material things. I said to him: "Today
_I have been already a month here with you and should be thinking about going home, since
everyone has his own duties and cares to attend to in such hard times. I know well how a long
visit can give added expenses for the household." It was then that I offered to give him a
monthly contribution of 15-20 dollars. After long consideration, he said that he did not know
if he could accept this suggestion, he sees a very serious situation arising. He does not see any
possibilities for any assignments for at least a year, at that he has no savings, and even has debts
in the business because of projects that were started and never came through, that were very
expensive. It will go until it comes to an end. What then is a question of the future.
Then I said to him that if he did not want to accept anything, then I assumed that the
answer was that my first suggestion suited him better, whereupon he said in the nicest way that
he would accept it under these present difficult circumstances, as he was forced to do so, as
unwilling as he was. I thanked them both heartily and said how much I, and you as well, were
appreciative of the moral support that living with them has given me. Otto had read this letter
from Lindenthal yesterday. Today he said to me that it seemed to him as though a well-meaning
warning sign were behind it, that would be well to consider.

Do not think for a moment that I have been painting the present situation too darkly, not
at all.
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Now good-night my dear, dear, dear, dearest sweetheart, may God bring us together
again in health and happiness, with a thousand kisses on your beloved, true eyes.
In tender love,
Your Lilly

I received a notice for payment of the taxes for Stone Harbor, $7. 86. Should I pay it?

(27]

St. Gotthard, October 30, 1914: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

Dear Heart,
Already for two days the heavy snowstorm has been going on and we are completely cut
off from the outside world. Today not a soul came to bring us something, also we could not
go 50 steps from the barracks. On one side the snow is up to the roof and on the other side it
is about 5 feet high. We took all of this morning to shovel a path to the telephone hut, in the
afternoon we improvised snowshoes so that we could move out as soon as the wind stops. Our
meals consist of dry salami and dried apple slices (the last, that Anna Bolli sent) - and to that
we brewed tea on my cooking apparatus, from melted snow. Never in my life have I seen such
a snowstorm. However, I am glad to experience such a thing. It is inspiring to come in such
close touch with the overwhelming power of nature. If one did not have an unshakable faith in
God, one would be shivering for anxiety and any moment expect annihilation. With a good
conscience and a strong faith, one stands in amazement and wonderment ·and lets the
overwhelming play of nature go before one, with inner fascination; however, not without silently
praying to God for strength and thanking Him for His protection when the forces have passed
over.
Also, from another aspect, such an experience in the mountains is good for one. He
returns to nature, to the simple, modest life. He gains iri inner and outer strength to withstand
the outside influences. How empty all the luxuries seem that man embraces that are not so
closely connected to nature. I consider myself fortunate to have gone through such a schooling
and how I look forward to the time when I return and can lead a modest, simple life with you
and the children. A new, stronger light will shine in our family life.
Good-night, my tenderly beloved dear heart. For you and the little one, a tender kiss.
October 31st. Evening. The storm abated somewhat, so that we dared go out this afternoon on
our improvised snowshoes, with knapsacks on our backs. It went slowly but surely forward,
As we had gone about 200
only a few times that we sank into a snow pile over our knees.
meters, we were met by a column of 20 cannoneers who took our knapsacks. We engineer
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officers went to several different barracks where we were taken care of. I am back in the earlier
one about 200 meters nearer the valley. The march was very strenuous and I arrived exhausted.
It is still snowing and the wind is blowing so hard that one can hardly look up.
Sunday, November 1st. A glorious Sunday. It has stopped snowing, the mountains have come
out again in their full white glory and the sun shines brightly over the white blanket. From here
I can see the Urserental again, which is also snowed in. Today I shall go skiing for the first
time, and if the snow is too soft, I shall walk down to Andermatt.
· Be lovingly embraced and kissed by your faithful
Othmar

[28]

Andermatt, November 3, 1914: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

My dear Lilly,
Yesterday I received your dear letter of October 10 (the 13th letter). Hearty thanks.
Naturally, I also am asking myself almost daily, when will I be able to return to my dear ones.
Ifl hardly seem to complain about my present •situation, I still do feel that such a life in the long
run is not satisfying. Naturally I asked for leave, but so far no one has given me any promise.
Anyhow, I await a definitive answer any day. There have been some officers who were relieved
(also from my battalion) to return to other countries, but under the condition of having to return
at their own cost and risk -- but only to neighboring countries. I have requested a leave for at
least 6 months.
The snow drove us down from the highlands. Yesterday evening we came down to
Andermatt, where there are only about 20 cm. of snow. We will build several structures.
Naturally I understand that although your stay with Otto is wonderful, the eating at
another's table is not pleasant in the long run. Hopefully, we can make it up to him in the
future. It is just that you will be well ·taken care of, otherwise you would rather be at home~
It is also painful for me, but I am still more at ease than if you were alone. In the event that
I telegraph that I am returning, you can go to New York right away and get the house ready.
I shall only send a telegram to you, and ask you to please notify Mr. Lindenthal right away.
Ernst writes me that the factory in St. Ludwig is active again and some small orders are ·
coming in again. Also the business conditions in Switzerland have improved somewhat, so I
have great hope to be relieved soon. · So let us yet be patient for a while longer.
May you and Jiirg be tenderly kissed by your faithful
Othmar
Hearty greetings to the Schweizers. Enclosed are some photos that my comrades made
of the surroundings where we are w<;>rking.
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[29]

Tioga, Friday evening, November 3, 1914: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann

My most beloved Othmar,
Just a few words I should like to share with you. Your picture sits in front of me, you
are looking at me so seriously, so lovingly. Oh, to be able to look into your real eyes -- what
happiness that would be for me, a happiness that seems to be slipping further and further away.
Good night, beloved, may you also sleep well, I am in too sad a mood to write, tomorrow
morning it will go better. Perhaps even a long awaited little letter will arrive.

With a warm, loving good-morning kiss and grateful glance at your picture, I started on
my day's work. I can only be grateful that I have such a loving, high-thinking, noble man for
a husband and I pray that he will soon come back in good health to me. I know that you will
take all means possible to get permission from the military authority to return to your work and
your family. Recently I heard of another who had returned. Strangely, no one seemed to have
gone from Philadelphia, just one who voluntarily went.
(Side-note): Just now Otto read from a concert program, where also Rudolph Ganz was
playing for the benefit of Swiss Relief Funds. It seems that he also was able to be excused from
military duty over there.
You probably were worried about our little one concerning his "operation." After I
became informed of the procedure and found out that one simply cuts out the tonsils and
adenoids and allows the inflammation to subside, I would not permit it. I would rather nurse
him carefully for a long time. These things are there for the purpose of removing infections
from the body and when one takes them away, the infection goes to another part of the body.
I shall ask Uncle David for advice.
Today I sent you two newspapers, but dear sweetheart, I am not sure that there will be
anything of interest in them for you. Besides the news of the war, we do not read anything, we
have enough with that. I promise you, if I get to it, to read the headlines, in that way perhaps
quickly find out if there is anything interesting for you. I heard that the "Ironworks" in Camden
· were installed.
Today I got the marriage announcement of Bachofner [a fraternity brother]. Dr. Rubel
also sent a birth announcement of his daughter.
Now, farewell. Do not worry too much about me. My sweet, dear Jiirg brings me so
much joy. However, as soon as I know that it is impossible for you to get leave, I shall look
around seriously for a job. If only it would not take a month or most often 1½ months to get
an answer.
Be tenderly embraced and kissed by your Lilly and Jiirg, who is already deep in sleep.
Hearty greetings from Otto and Bertha.
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[30]

Andermatt, November 9, 1914: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

My dearest Lilly,
I am sitting alone here in the room at the armory. My roommates are still out, so I am
able to devote a few quiet moments to you. There are few of those moments here as Andermatt
is like a garrison, troops of all arms are assembled here.
I have received your dear letter (#14) of 17th October. Why these complaints? I know
ho~ you are suffering and you know also what bitter hours I have to go through, but dear wife,
by complaining to each other, we are not helping. Let us think of the fate of thousands of
families whose family head has died in the war, and we may consider ourselves lucky. Let us
look with hope and trust in the future, the rosy hours may yet be long-awaited, but they will
come.

You are concerned about my job. Do not worry, that is my affair, trust in me. What
other people say, I am not one bit concerned and what Kunz said about our marriage is not
worth the trouble to put on paper. Are we so petty that we are going to give thought to such
rubbish?
Dear Lilly, only one thing can assure our happiness in the future, and that is absolute
trust in one another.
I also received the enclosed letter from dear Mother, in which I see that you have also
complained to her. I was very depressed as I read it, as the gentle accusations cut me to the
heart. Did I not especially think of ~y dear ones and myself when I followed the call of the
fatherland? Would I ever be able to remove the spot of shame on myself and my family ifl did
not respond to that call? Day after day I think of you and with longing I wait for permission
to be able to return. I acted as I had to, and no one can criticize me for that; I do not regret
one step that I took. Only one thing hurts me very much, and that is if I feel that one has not
placed full faith in my actions.
I do not complain to others, and that is perhaps why one thinks that I am taking the
situation too lightly.
Dear Lilly, only to you am I openly expressing this feeling, as you understand me. Let
us stand together firmly through unconditional trust, then the outer world will not harm us. I
. consider myself lucky to have stayed here in these wonderful mountains. They bring out high
goals in one, in the quiet admiration of them one turns to oneself and to God. At the sight of
the high alps, self-confidence and trust in God are evoked, the petty thoughts that collect in the
bustling throng of mankind dissolve to nothing up here.
How greatly I treasure the moments when I find myself alone at an outlook point where
I can marvel at the wonder of nature. Then I take out your dear picture and with the mountains
as witnesses, I make a new covenant with you, whose goal means a new life for us, a life free
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of all human worries and cowardly pettinesses -- a life filled with beautiful, high and noble
thoughts, words and deeds. It will mean that we shall have to free ourselves from many
associations and conditions that are meaningless for higher life. We will be more dependent on
ourselves to reach this goal. I will be thrilled, I will think back on our sacrifices with gratitude
if the war will have brought this change in our life.
Now that I have emptied my heart to you I feel much better and will go to bed relieved.
I received orders this evening to break up from Andermatt and to return to the highlands
(about 3 hours). The snow has melted quite a bit in the last few warm days and now some work
that was started up there must be brought to completion. ~ imagine that fresh snow will soon
drive us down again. I shall bring along my skis (Ernst's).
Yesterday wa:s a wonderful, warm Sunday and I used the opportunity to make a tour
down toward Tessin as far as Bellinzona. There I visited our beautiful old home as well as some
of my favorite spots. With Hermann and Emilie I also visited Peganins's. My former pupil,
Maria Papanina, was especially happy; in spite of her age she still looks young.
Hermann and Emilie send hearty greetings, they are living together in Castine/Bellinzona
in a private Tessiner house. Hermann has "guard duty." I felt that Emilie would be glad to
return to America. In spite of all, she does not have exactly a beautiful life among strangers
whose language she does not even know.
Now good night, may you and dear Jiirgi be tenderly embraced and kissed by your
faithful
Othmar
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m.

0. H~ Arnrnann's Return to New York

(November 13 - December 17, 1914)

Postcard Announcing 0. H. Ammann's Return
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1914

[l]

Luzem, November 13: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann

[2]

On Board the Rochambeau, November 28: Othmar Ammann to His Parents

[3]

On Board the Rochambeau, December 7: Othmar Ammann to His Parents

[4]

New York, December 15: Lilly Ammann to Parents of Othmar Ammann

[5]

Zurich, December 16: Rudolf Meyer to Othmar Ammann

[6]

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, December 17: Othmar Ammann to His Parents
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[l]

Luzerne, November 13, 1914: Othmar Ammann to Lilly Ammann
[Postcard]

Dear L. Just returned from the snow-covered mountain heights of the St. Gotthard on
a long ski ride. Am spending a few hours in this beautiful place, which, however, is at present
quite desolate. The lake, the Pilatus look wonderful. If nothing intervenes I shall be home in
4 weeks. Shall go to Basel tonight and later to Kilchberg for a few days.
Love, Othmar

[2]

On Board the Rochambeau, November 28, 1914: Othmar Ammann to His Parents
[In French]

My dear Parents:
Having left Europe, we send you again a thousand greetings and kisses. Werner was
greatly impressed by Le Havre. First, the port with all the ships and boats, etc., the loading
and unloading of the boats, the illuminations along the shore, and the sea itself. In the town,
one encounters all sorts of troops, French, English, Belgian, Ecossai, Turks, etc. There are
many wounded here, the large hotels are transformed into hospitals. The Belgian government
is also here with all its offices. In general, Le Havre as well as Paris is very quiet, one is
confident of the end of the war.
I leave Europe with a confident heart, not because I am distancing myself from the war,
but because I think that God wanted the war for the good of mankind. It is true that many
people must suffer, but for those who survive the war it should be a benefaction in the sense of
materialism and morale.
Be embraced, once again, dear parents, with all my heart,
Your devoted Othmar

[3]

On Board the Rochambeau, December 7, 1914: Othmar Ammann to His Parents

My dear parents,
We are approaching New York, and are supposed to arrive tomorrow evening. Everyone
is longing for that goal after a long, stormy passage. For the first 5 days we had continuous
storms; the ship tossed like a paddleboat on Lake Zurich. Almost everyone was seasick.! At
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one mealtime, I was the only one of 200 passengers who held out. The biggest storm does not
seem to have the slightest effect on me, but instead, the more the ship rocks, the more I enjoy
it. I go on deck and look with fascination at the thrashing of the waves.
Werner emptied himself completely in the first two days and did not eat anything. Since
then he has only eaten a bit of fruit and tea. But he looks well and I think that is just a good
treatment for him, as it is for everyone. He is naturally a bit tired and therefore sleeps a lot on
deck in the wonderful ocean air. The air seems to replace his food.
What a wonderful show the raging sea gives. When a 5 to 10 meter high wave comes,
the bow of the ship raises up as though it wanted to set its course to the heavens, and then with
horrendous force it plunges down again, the water separating into giant, white, foamy waves on
both sides, and at the bow it spreads out like a blanket over the boat's deck.
At such a sight man stands silently amazed and admiring; many are filled with anxiety
and feel as if they are nothing when faced with this colossal force of nature. For me it has the
same effect as when I stand amidst high mountain peaks: it is the same impression of the huge
force and majesty of nature, the beauty and harmony of the forms and colors, even to the
smallest detail. Such a powerful picture of nature always gives me an elevating, upward-looking
feeling, my self-image seems to increase, I become filled with great, far-seeking thoughts,
resolutions and plans.
With human beings milling around me, I always feel small and
oppressed.
In the presence of the exalting force of nature one almost forgets the war that is going
on in the lands of Europe; this struggle almost seems petty and laughable, as though man did
not realize that he is led by a higher power, vaguely known or unknown to him. And perhaps
out of necessity, perhaps for the good of mankind.
So we shall not complain, looking with confidence at the immediate present and the
future. If we can look above our own life, then if it would go down or suffer, that would
perhaps be necessary in the world's course of events.
How miserable are the complaints of the great masses. They regard the events of the war
as a terrible unfairness, instead of pressing themselves against it with full force and doubling
their efforts instead of lying down on the job. This lack of discipline cannot be observed better
anywhere else than by a storm at sea. The boat rocks, man feels uncomfortable and begins to
complain about the horrible ocean. Instead of doubling his activities, he just lets his arms and
legs hang, throws himself down and becomes a pitiful sacrifice to the force of nature. Thus it
is also in life. Small failures depress us and take away our strength to work unless we fight
against them with all our might.
You think that perhaps I can talk easily now that I am far away from the shooting at the
entrance to a safe harbor. Dear parents, I feel differently. I think that the danger for
Switzerland has passed, now one must only wait patiently for better times. For America, on the
other hand, it is not at all certain that the storm will not come, that the waves of war will not
be thrown over here, and it could be even in a few years. I shall be prepared for such an event.
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The war in Europe should have taught us this lesson: that we must be prepared for the worst
events, even in the best of times and be armed.
Now, farewell, dear parents. You will hear from us soon again from land. How happy
I am soon to be able to embrace my dear wife and both children again. Be kissed and hugged
in tender affection by your grateful son
Othmar
Once again, hearty greetings and kisses from Werner. Kisses and greetings from us to
everyone at home.

[4]

New York, December 15, 1914: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann's Parents

My dear, beloved parents:

It was last Wednesday that Jiirg and I stood with beating hearts at the pier and watched
the Rochambeau come in. Soon we recognized our dear ones on board and our hearts shouted
for joy.
The Rochambeau had a very stormy passage. Another small passenger steamboat that
rode out from Le Havre at the same time has disappeared without a trace up to now. Othmar
was again the only one who was not seasick, but Werner was during most of the trip.
Then, when we were all so happily united, we returned to our house, which was
decorated in honor of the homecoming, cleaned from top to bottom and comfortably arranged.
The people who were renting the house moved out a week before so that I could put everything
in order.
I am especially happy to see Othmar in such good health. The relief from tension was
good for him, and he returns to his professional duties with renewed pleasure. Werner was
understandably very thin and on the first day was a bit whiny and easily brought to tears. But
soon his spirits warmed up again and he took pleasure in Jiirg's humor. Also, Othmar was
amused by Jiirg's ·conversations with Werner, as he thought he had to talk high German with
him as he had with Antonin [son of Otto Schweizer].
Being seasick was a good health cure for Werner. He is getting back what he lost very
quickly and each day .is getting stronger and fatter. He especially likes my homemade dark
bread. Now he is industriously studying English. It is a pleasure for me to give lessons to this
eager boy. Beginning next week he will get lessons from a teacher, so that in February he can
enter school at the beginning of the new school year.
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[5]

Zurich, December 16, 1914: Rudolf Meyer to Othmar Ammann
[Postcard]

Dear Mr. Ammann,
From Prof. Hilgard I hear that you have returned to America to your loved ones. I hope
that the trip back went well, as did our warlike trip over. What a shame that I did not see you
anymore. We are here, that is, my battalion and also diverse others, for an indefinite time on
call, by which we "expatriots" have become "breadless" (without employment). This disposition
does not suit me very well, as I cannot really start anything here and also all of the professional
equipment is in New York. I have not seen anything of those others with whom we came over.
For the coming holidays as well as for New Year's, I send you and your good family my best
wishes, as well as to 68 Williams Street, where I experienced my so very short dream in
America. With friendly greetings, your
Rud. Meyer

[6]

Pittsburgh, PA, Fort Pitt Hotel, December 17, 1914: Othmar Ammann to His Parents

My dear parents,
When these lines reach you, the Christmas bells will have long been ringing out, perhaps
the beautiful New Year's bells also. For how many will they be heard with sadness, with deep
pain will they reach those whose beloved ones have fallen in the war. And even for those who
have fortunately up to now been spared the fate of the war, they bring anxious thoughts and
feelings. What will they be telling us? Thus each one asks himself. Hardly anyone was aware
that the tones of the bells are echoing the tone in their own souls, --:- that they sound light and
confidence-giving to those who look into the future with faith in God and in themselves, and that
they sound to those with a dark mood as if threatening to push them into the grave.
How often do we let ourselves be led blindfolded by outside impressions and influences.
We give up our soul instead of guarding it as our greatest treasure. Each moment of doubt and
hopelessness brings a weakening of our soul, and gives a victory to other souls that wish to
overtake us.

In this sense, let us look over into the next year. Faith will carry us over all the hard
hours. Let us look at the hard times as a test that will be to our advantage if we are able to pass
it. Let us forget the losses that we have suffered and start with new strength to build on the
structure of our life.
Dear parents, you can imagine how happy we are to be all together again. You must_
have felt similarly when all your children were gathered around you. I often think back on the
beautiful evening - thank you with all my heart. I think that the occasion had much to do with
the fact that our siblings' feelings for each other have grown warmer.
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I also send you many tender thanks for the love and care that you have given to Werner.
I see only now how worthwhile his stay with you has been. You taught him many good
qualities. He is a loving youth who will be a good example to his younger brother.
Dear parents, receive my tenderest wishes for happiness in the New Year, may it bring
you joy and health and much untroubled happiness. Please give our good wishes to all the dear
ones at home. I shall hardly get around to writing any private letters in the near future.
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IV. Letters from 1915 to the End of the War
(May 10, 1915 - November 28, 1918)
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1915-1918

[l]

New Brighton, May 10, 1915: Othmar Ammann to His Father

[2]

New Brighton, December 10, 1915: Othmar Ammann to His Parents

[3]

New Brighton, April 23, 1916: Othmar Ammann to His Father

[4]

New Brighton, November 30, 1916: Othmar Ammann to His Parents

[5]

New York, February 9, 1917: Othmar Ammann to His Mother

[6]

New York, April 25, 1917: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann's Father

[7]

South Amboy, New Jersey, October 19/November 10, 1918: Lilly Ammann to
Othmar Ammann' s Mother

[8]

New York, November 16, 1918: Othmar Ammann to His Mother

[9]

New York, November 28, 1918: Othmar Ammann to His Mother
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[l]

New Brighton, May 10, 1915: Othmar Ammann to His Father

My dear Papa,
I hope you will have received Lilly's and Werner's letters for your birthday. Of all
things, they went off on the 1st of May and it is well possible that they went down with the
unfortunate Lusitania . . . .
Here there is big excitement about the case of the Lusitania. There are many voices that
demand that we go to war against Germany. But the style of "sentimentality" is not unusual
here. The anger will slowly abate . . . .

[2]

New Brighton, December 10, 1915: Othmar Ammann to His Parents

My dear parents,
Tomorrow the last steamship that can bring you our Christmas greetings is leaving, so
that means: hurry. Just a few words, but from the heart.
One is carried along here in the non-ending stream of business so much that one can
hardly catch one's breath in order to appreciate the ideal side of life. However, with the
approach of the holidays, spirits are lifted. With great excitement and wonderment, young and
old await the festive days. What will Christmas bring, how will the New Year begin? This is
what each one is asking himself and with thousands this question is burning on their lips more
than ever before. Will the raging storm that has so gripped humanity subside or will it toss
onward and take further thousands of sacrifices? The thought is horrible.
For what purpose is the continuing of the war? For what use the unending sacrifices?
This we ask ourselves in vain. We find no answer in our narrow outlook. The purpose seems
meaningless, narrow-minded, unworthy of civilized humans. But to that, there is perhaps a
higher purpose, unknown to us. We are accustomed to regard the world and humanity as though
we were its center, its eternal nucleus. Our own suffering seems to us to be of great worldly
meaning, and ifwe are depressed, the whole world is in the valley of despair. Ifwe would view
this struggle from a distance, so it would appear as a small, unimportant crisis in the general
struggle of the world, in the general struggle of mankind to resolution and completion. The
present war is taking many human lives, much greater yet is the number of the spiritual lives
and souls that are waging the battle of mankind.
So let us look into the future without anxiety, also this present war will come to an end
and be for the good of mankind.
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Today it is a year since I returned with Werner to my loved ones. This day will always
remain in our memory as a day of gratitude. My sacrifice seems small to me in comparison to
the many others who are still separated from their loved ones or who will never return to them.
I also have the · memory of those happy days spent in Switzerland, and especially I
treasure those hours spent at my parents' home. It is as though they have given me new strength
and new enthusiasm for the life to come.

Be tenderly embraced, dear parents, and accept my heartiest wishes for the holidays and
the New Year, from your thankful
Othmar

[3]

New Brighton, April 23, 1916: Othmar Ammann to His Father

My dear Papa,
I am glad to use a quiet hour of :Easter Sunday to chat with you. Such moments are truly
rare when I may devote my thoughts to you, dear parents.
Above all, accept the greetings from me and my family for your 69th birthday. May you
celebrate it in the best of health and in a joyous mood, surrounded by your dear ones.
How much would we also like to gather around you and embrace you with well wishes.
All this pleasure must be postponed for the time being - until after the war. In the same way,
many promised events will have to be postponed, many nice plans laid into the unsure future,
many joys and pleasures denied. We all long for peace. Why? For most, because they want
to return to their usual luxurious life. They regard it as a casualty that they have to give up
many things that were considered essential in times of peace.
Dear Papa, as often as I ponder on the cause of the war and the moral effect, so do I
come to the conviction that, in general, it is a necessity for humanity -- yes, even a blessing.
Those who have become morally enriched through the great valuable experiences of the war
without having to pay for this enrichment with their lives or hard tests can be grateful, and those
who lost their lives in heroic spirit or who must endure heavy hours will perhaps find
compensation in the next life.

If I believed in punishment from God, I would say that this seemingly terrible war is an
atonement for the extravagances of life in many nations, namely meaning most of the civilized
nations, and that the curtailments that have already _been felt represent the first fruits of the
repentance. Whether this is a retribution from God or not, it seems clear that the extravagances
in personal, social and political matters contributed very much to this and mainly to clarify that
such a horrible struggle between such highly civilized people could break out. A natural result
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of this, figuratively speaking, elective conflagration will be: simplicity in life, self-discipline
and restraint, strengthening of character, greater contentment and happiness.
Dark clouds also hang over this land. As I already wrote you before, I am convinced
that the critical time for our beloved Switzerland is over; that was in the beginning of the war.
With some self-restraint, Switzerland can preserve its peace. It is otherwise here in America.
Here quite different forces are in play and no one knows what will yet come. If it were to come
to war here, the blame goes to the extravagances of the people, which also here have been
pushed to the limits.
The "multimillionaires" who here, even during the war, have practically grown out of
the earth, build themselves palaces or live in luxurious hotels. Others want to keep up with
them even if they are not able to. The people follow their example, go to the theater and other
pleasures and menial work is looked down upon. That an American would work with pick and
shovel or an American girl do housework for a living, that is almost non-existent. This is only ·
done by first generation immigrants. Laborers live luxuriously, earn sufficient, but spend it all
and save nothing. In our circumstance, it is almost a disgrace not to own a car -- even if it has
to be obtained on credit. To what will this lead, what else but a war or what is even worse, a
revolution? Can these conditions offer a restraint? Without severe testing man cannot come to
rest -- that is the law of nature . . . .

[4]

New Brighton, November 30, 1916: . Othmar Ammann to His Parents

My dear parents,
Thanksgiving Day is being celebrated today. Yes, America has great reason to be
thankful, in that it has been spared up to now from this horrible war. And even more so, that
it is going through a period of unbelievable prosperity while other highly civilized peoples are
poor and suffering. Hopefully, America will accept this blessing with true gratitude and
modesty, so that the riches that flow in will be to her advantage and to the advantage of
humanity rather than to its degeneration. But the danger of the latter is great, and a sincere
inner struggle is necessary to prevent it.
It lies in human nature that man lets himself be led by diabolical forces -- especially in
times in which he believes the fruits of prosperity are to be fully enjoyed. Until now the flood
of riches has been relatively less favorably divided, as the cost of living has increased apace and
even more than the increase in wages. This is the natural result of reducing production for this
country and concentrating on the abnormal production for export. The division of prosperity
to the general population will gradually occur only if a catastrophe does not occur -- such as war
or a social upset. Unfortunately, there are already definite signs of the devilish influence of
affluence: extravagances in the upper class, imitation and dissatisfaction in the working class, .
demands for higher pay, and what is especially meaningful, asking for shorter working hours;
demands, sloppiness, incompetency of the worker, etc. All this leads to degeneration of the
people and to social disturbance. It takes a wise, strong government to avoid a catastrophe.
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As for me and my loved ones, we can be grateful to celebrate this day in happiness and
good health. Our children have been spared from the terrible polio epidemic of this summer that
tore into so many other families, and after a glorious summer we settle down for the winter in
our comfortable little house.
Now, to you, dear parents. Because of the conditions of war you appear even farther
away from us. Such seemingly short distances before the war appear now twice as far away.
At that, our thoughts lie more with you and the beloved homeland. Despite the tight economic
and social situation between fighting nations, it seems to exert its attraction to us even more.
Should we follow the longing of our emotions or listen to cold reason?
Every so often we bring up this question. How much we would like to spend years
living in a close family relationship with you, dear parents and our sisters and brothers, how
much we would like to bring our young ones under your good influence, which would be of
inestimable value for their later life.
Above all, we hope that the war will soon come to an end and that our beloved
Switzerland will be spared from it, growing new and strong. The struggles that have had to ·be
made can only come to good if the internal structure and unification have not been sacrificed.
We also hope that you, dear parents, will be with us for a long time and will enjoy yet many
happy years in the circle of your loved ones.... If it is not to be that we come back for a
permanent stay, we are planning to come to our old native country for a visit in the very near
future.
Accept our dearest g~eetings and kisses, and warmest greetings for the holidays. In
thoughts we shall be celebrating with you.
Please send my greetings to all my brothers and sisters, relatives and acquaintances. I
am currently so busy that I hardly have time to write to them.
In deepest love,

Your Othmar

[5]

New York, February 9, 1917: Othmar Ammann to His Mother

My dear mother,
Also I shall not delay in sending you my warmest wishes for your birthday. Be in spirit
tenderly embraced and accept the wish that you will have very happy years at the side of your
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dear husband and in the circle of your children, grandchildren and friends. How niuch I would
like to be able to make a quick visit to this circle. My last visit to the homeland left me with
many memorable impressions in this matter. If the times were different, so we would have
decided to return this year. However, it is not meant to be so.
And humanity is throwing itself deeper into the fight. Recent events have developed
rapidly. America, until now neutral, has almost decided to take part in the conflict -- against
its will. . There is hardly any enthusiasm to be seen, as the people do not quite know why they
should enter the war. The opinions and comments are quite divergent, the average American
takes rather an apathetic stand toward the whole question; it is only the newspapers that heckle
and exaggerate in order to make a sensation. That is the disadvantage of a free democracy, that
is not used to any regulations. Well, we will hope that it will not come to seriousness.
Please be, dear Mamma, as well as dear Papa and sisters and brothers warmly greeted
and kissed
From your
Othmar

[6]

New York, April 25, 1917: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann's Father

... Yes, one can hardly enjoy the spring awakening of nature in view of the ever-increasing
gathering of the dark clouds of war. 16 It was a serious Easter that brought us the war. From
one week to the oth~r one asks: "What will the next week bring us?" One good result of these
serious ·times is already showing, namely an increasing interest and a desire of the people to
grow their own vegetables in their up to now vacant backyards. The government is doing its
best to encourage old and young to show their patriotism by making vegetable gardens.
Instructions and even seeds are given out free in the schools and privately. This is not only to
make produce for America but also for the allies and one hopes that the "neutrals" will also get
their share. So one sees in many places, even on Sunday, the young and old tending to their
gardens. Here one does not have to be ashamed to be seen gardening the whole Sunday. But
such a glorious vegetable layout as we have, I have not seen anywhere! . . . .

[7]

October 19/November 10, 1918: Lilly Ammann to Othmar Ammann's Mother

Dear precious mother,
We live in disturbing times. It is a week ago that all your bells were ringing as a sign
of the war's end. Also here early Monday morning at 4 A.M. whistles were blowing from all

16

War had been declared on April 16, 1917.
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the factories, shouting and singing. One asked the other: "Did you hear?" What .happiness
flooded all hearts in the knowledge of the glorious news. We thought of our dear ones in
Russia, France and Australia, who all were suffering from the war. And I can hardly imagine
how the news is taken in our dear little Switzerland. At all events, it couldn't be so lively as
in Paris and New York, where people were embracing each other in the streets. The Americans
were quite deeply involved for their part. Service flags, signifying that some family member
was involved in the war, are hanging from about one-half of the houses. Many show a gold
star, signifying a war casualty.
The sounds of joy took on another form of sound for us, as a terrible thundering and
shattering from a tremendous explosion near us. 17 Many had heart attacks from the fright,
others ran out without proper clothing into the cold night and then caught severe cases of
Spanish influenza. Hardly any house around us has been spared and naturally it was just as bad
in the small town of South Amboy and Perth Amboy. We were not touched by it because the
first thing every morning we ate a piece of toast with finely chopped onions mixed with cream
and salt or with garlic rubbed on the toast. The youngsters were very brave on that night
(Othmar was away in Washington). They helped me (in the pitch dark) amidst the sounds of
explosions and shattering of windows, to open the windows in the whole house. Afterwards we
settled down for the rest of the night out in the open, and watched the terrible explosions. The
atmospheric pressure was so great that it broke the lock and pushed in heavy front doors.
Saturday morning, while on his way back, Othmar heard of the events and had great trouble
getting home as only people from the Red Cross were let into the vulnerable area surrounding
the ammunition factory where the explosion occurred.

[8]

New York, November 16, 1918: Othmar Ammann to His Mother

PEACE! PEACE! That was the shout from every mouth a few days ago. The bells,
factory whistles and the shouts and noises of the people proclaimed it. War is a picture of the
past. As unexpectedly as it came, so did it end unexpectedly quickly. Peace is not yet formally
declared, but we may surely expect it. And the result of the war is highly satisfactory, even for
the folk that were defeated. It means a great emancipation for them, a freedom from chains that
we Swiss have thrown away already centuries ago. Surrender was hard for the Germans, but
I am sure that they will swing back rapidly. This humility will be very beneficial for the
Germans. It will teach other peoples also to be appreciative rather than to look haughtily down
on them.
I hope that normal communication with Europe will soon be established again. Soon
under the many restrictions we would have become compleately cut off from our dear ones in
the homeland. For a time all correspondence written in German to Europe was held back, and
we wouldn't be surprised if letters from us to you became lost.
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Your last letter, dear Mother, is dated July 12th. Several days later a card and letter
came from Tante Lilly in which she informed us that your eye operation went well and that you
would be coming home from the hospital in 3 weeks. Since then we have not received news
from you or from the family except from Bruno Wehrli.
We are naturally very anxious to get news and to hear how you and all the loved ones
at home are doing.
I would have liked to write Tante Lilly and thank her for her trouble, but she writes that
she will probably go to Russia, so my note would not have reached her.
With the return of peace, new plans begin to formulate for us, the old homesickness for
the homeland returns. The time may be more favorable than ever. My present position is only
temporary anyhow. I accepted it since there were no positions in my field since America's
entrance into the war. Here I gained new experience in other matters, but I still feel that this
is not a lifetime position for me.
Naturally we want to wait for spring in order to see how things develop. If we decide
to return home, we naturally understand that Switzerland cannot offer the monetary advantages
that America does, and that we will have to get used to a simple, modest life. That, however,
will give us no pain or hardship. We know well that we can be happy wherever it may be.
What we want is to settle down for the rest of our lives. Our stay in America was a series of
interesting experiences_and discoveries. In that regard, we feel we have kept in Swiss character,
and are always, always pulled toward the homeland.
We are naturally anxious to know of your opinion of our plans. I know you would greet
us with open arms. Also, it is my soul's desire to live near you. I had hoped to pass part of
my life with you two dear ones -- but, "Man proposes, God disposes."
Be, dear mother, in spirit embraced and kissed by your

Othmar

Loving greetings to all the family and friends in your circle.
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[9]

New York, November 28, 1918: Othmar Ammann to His Mother

My dear mother,
Thanksgiving Day is being celebrated today, a yearly holiday in which we thank God for
the bounty of nature~ The outward sign is given by a dinner table loaded with the autumn
products of nature: above all, the turkey, that for us has taken the form of a fattened goose,
then the sweet potatoes and many other fruits and vegetables - and finally, the typical American
"pumpkin pie."
Yes, we Americans may celebrate the day this year with double thanks in our hearts.
A glorious harvest is behind us, that not only permits the American folk to take care of many
of the necessities but also to give a large part to the needy people in Europe. Thus this day is
a day for the Americans to give thanks for victory in the struggle against the world reign of
monarchies to which they had given assistance. The American people did not forget the help
that the French gave them in their War for Independence and one therefore does not begrudge
them for contributing to the struggle of the French people for freedom. I think also we Swiss
may have the same gratitude for the result of the war.
For a while conditions in Europe will be relatively unsure, especially in Germany -- and
that will have its effect on Switzerland, but the atmosphere will clear and the European people
will go to peace-work with renewed energy, especially since the long years of tension are over.
Dear Mother, when these words reach you, a festive mood will also be with you.
Christmastime is at the door. All of Christianity will be gladdened by this holiday and it will
help to quiet the upset spirits, to soften the hatred of the people, to heal the wounds of war, and
to soothe the pain in many hearts.
May it also bring comfort to your deep sorrow, dear Mother. 18 May the new joys
blossom in the circle of your dear ones. The spirit of dear Father is with you and celebrates
with you; he exists as before in the atmosphere of Christmas, only invisible to our eyes.
Everything is fine here. So far we have escaped the horrible grippe that has taken so
many lives. Jiirg has his red apple cheeks back again. Both of the boys are busy at work with
the jigsaw. Would that they could surprise you with a project. Perhaps next year!
Be, dear Mother, embraced and kissed in warm love from your
Othmar

18

Othmar Ammann's father died March 6, 1918 and his mother died in 1928. Because of
intense work on the George Washington Bridge, Othmar Ammann did not return to Switzerland
until 1930 to r~ive an honorary degree from the Polytechnic Institute in Zurich.
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